The associative classification field includes really interesting approaches for building reliable classifiers and any of these approaches generally work on four different phases (data discretization, pattern mining, rule mining, and classifier building). This number of phases is a handicap when big datasets are analysed. The aim of this work is to propose a novel evolutionary algorithm for efficiently building associative classifiers in Big Data. The proposed model works in only two phases (a grammar-guided genetic programming framework is performed in each phase): 1) mining reliable association rules; 2) building an accurate classifier by ranking and combining the previously mined rules. The proposal has been implemented on Apache Spark to take advantage of the distributed computing. The experimental analysis was performend on 40 well-known datasets and considering 13 algorithms taken from literature. A series of non-parametric tests has also been carried out to determine statistical differences. Results are quite promising in terms of reliability and efficiency on high-dimensional data.
INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, data storage is getting cheaper and cheaper what implies an increment in the efforts for analyzing and extracting valuable information from large datasets. This issue has motivated recent research studies on Big Data (Chen et al., 2012) , which encompasses a set of techniques to face up problems derived from the management and analysis of huge quantities of data. In data analysis, two different tasks are considered: descriptive tasks, which depict intrinsic and important properties of data (Agrawal et al., 1993) ; and predictive tasks, which predict output variables for unseen data (Han and Kamber, 2011) by learning a mapping between a set of input variables and the output variable. Focusing on predictive tasks, different methodologies can be considered to build accurate models that predict the output variable: rule-based systems (Han and Kamber, 2011) , decision trees (Quinlan, 1993) and support vector machines (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) , just to list a few. From all these methodologies, rule-based classifiers provide a high-level of interpretability and, therefore, classification results can be explained since rules tend to be easily understood and interpreted by the enduser. An example of such systems is classification based on association rule mining, generally known as associative classification (AC) (Ventura and Luna, 2018) , which integrates a descriptive task (association rule mining (Agrawal et al., 1993) ) in the process of inferring a new classifier (Liu et al., 1998) .
AC algorithms generally operate in four phases. First, data transformation in which continuous attributes are preprocessed and defined in a discrete domain. Second, the attribute values are combined and characterized by an occurrence value beyond a given threshold. Third, association rules (the consequent is fixed to the class variable) are produced from the set of frequent attributes previously obtained. Finally, rules are ranked and post-processed to build an accurate classifier. However, these numerous phases, specially when working on Big Data, become unfeasible to be addressed by existing methodologies even when advanced techniques in distributed computing (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008) are considered. At this point, a reduction in the number of required phases has been recently addressed by considering evolutionary algorithms (EAs) (Alcalá-Fdez et al., 2011) . Here, rules were directly mined without a previous step of extracting patterns (combination of attribute values). Nevertheless, even for a lower number of phases, the computational complexity in Big Data is still a handicap since it exponentially increases with the number of variables (2 k −1 solutions can be found from k variables). Recent approaches (MRAC (Bechini et al., 2016) , MRAC+ (Bechini et al., 2016) , DAC (Venturini et al., 2017) , etc.) have dealt with the problem through current advances in distributed comput-ing even though they were based on classical algorithms and only provided an improvement in runtime.
The aim of this paper is therefore to propose a new grammar-guided genetic programming (G3P) algorithm for AC on Big Data by considering Spark. G3P has been already studied in mining association rules (Ventura and Luna, 2016) , and it has proved to obtain excellent results in both introducing subjective knowledge into the mining process and constraining the search space by including syntax constraints. An important feature of the proposed algorithm, which really improves the state-of-the-art, is the running on just two phases: 1) mining reliable association rules; and 2) building an accurate classifier. In the first stage, the best rules for each class are obtained by means of multiple and independent evolutionary processes (no discretization step is required since the use of a grammar enables continuous features to be encoded). In the second stage, the set of the previously mined rules are ranked and combined to form an accurate classifier. Since rules for each class is obtained, it is guaranteed that minority/majority classes are equally considered. This is an additional major feature of the proposal since many AC approaches are focused on improvements of classification accuracy, not paying attention to the imbalance problem. In an experimental analysis, the proposal has been compared to multiple AC approaches as well as traditional classification algorithms. In this study, both sequential and trending MapReduce AC algorithms are considered and compared. Experiments were performed on a total of 40 datasets and results were validated by non-parametric statistical tests.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the most relevant definitions and related work; Section 3 describes the proposed algorithm; Section 4 presents the experimental results, and some concluding remarks are outlined in Section 5.
PRELIMINARIES
In this section, the associative classification task is formally defined as well as some Big Data architectures.
Associative Classification
In 1998, Liu et al. (Liu et al., 1998) connected association rule mining (ARM) and classification rule mining to give rise to the task known as associative classification (AC). The aim of this task was to build an accurate and high interpretable classifier by means of rules obtained from ARM techniques. In order to obtain this kind of classifiers many methods have been proposed along the years (Thabtah, 2007) , almost all of them being based on exhaustive search ARM algorithms (Agrawal et al., 1993) . In general, existing AC approaches work on four different steps, which is a real handicap when computationally expensive problems are addressed. For instance, the extraction of patterns (itemsets) and association rules from them implies two different and computationally hard problems (the number of solutions exponentially increases with the number of items in data) (Padillo et al., 2017) . To overcome these and other problems (working on continuous domains), some researchers have focused on the application of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) for performing the AC task. At this point, the combination of EAs with emerging paradigms like MapReduce to process high volumes of data in an accurate and efficient fashion is a trending topic (Padillo et al., 2017) .
Big Data Architectures
MapReduce (Dean and Ghemawat, 2008 ) is a recent paradigm, firstly implemented by Hadoop (Lam, 2010) , of distributed computing for Big Data in which programs are composed of two main stages, that is, map and reduce. In the map phase each mapper processes a subset of input data and produces a set of k, v pairs. Finally, the reducer takes this new list to produce the final values. A major drawback of Hadoop, however, is it imposes an acyclic data flow graph, and there are applications (iterative or interactive analysis (Zaharia et al., 2010) 
G3P PROPOSAL
The proposed grammar-guided genetic programming (G3P) algorithm has been designed to be parallel without affecting the final accuracy. A major feature of the proposed model, named G3P-AC, is it works in two stages: 1) mining reliable association rules; 2) building an accurate classifier by ranking and combining the previously mined rules. The first step is responsible for extracting the best set of rules for each class by means of several evolutionary processes (one per class). Such evolutionary processes follow a normal generational genetic algorithm with elitism in which the best solutions found until that moment are kept unaltered. The quality of the solutions is measured by a fitness function (taking values in the range [0, 1] where the higher the better) that was designed to obtain a good trade-off between reliability (confidence of the rule) and frequency with regard to the class, that is,
This first stage starts by encoding a set of individuals through a number of production rules from a contextfree grammar (see Figure 1 ). Thanks to this grammar, an expert in the domain may determine the maximum or minimum length of the rules (in the form of class association rules), and the kind of conditions each rule should include (Ventura and Luna, 2016) . This evolutionary process works in an iterative fashion through a number of generations previously fixed by the enduser. However, this iterative process may finish without reaching the maximum number of generations in situations where the average fitness value of individuals within the elite does not change for a number of generations. Additionally, in order to guarantee the quality of the solutions and to avoid redundant solutions a pattern weighting scheme is used in the elite population . Finally, in order to produce new individuals, a tournament selector is applied in each iteration of the evolutionary process and new individuals are then obtained by the traditional G3P genetic operators, producing a new population that will update both the previous one and the elite. The genetic operators used to produce new solutions are two well-known operators that have proved to obtain promising results in G3P (McKay et al., 2010) . The second stage of the proposed algorithm follows an evolutionary process that is similar to the one of the first stage. In this second stage, however, the aim is to filter, sort and arrange previously mined rules to form a final classifier. Unlike the previous stage, individuals are represented in a different fashion since now each individual represents a set of rules that will form the final classifier (not a single rule as in the first stage). It is important to remark that no rule can be produced in this phase and it only works with those previously obtained in the first phase. This second phase considers a grammar (see Figure 2 ) to customize the shape of the final classifer. Here, the quality of the solutions (sets of rules that represents a classifier) is calculated as the average accuracy in training for each class. Given an individual ind, the fitness function F is defined as F(ind) = (1/l) * (∑ m n=1 accuracy c /m). Here, m is the number of classes, l the number of rules included in ind and accuracy c is the accuracy in the training set for the class c. It was designed to avoid classifiers including a large number of rules and to penalize classifiers that ignore minority class. Similarly to the previous stage, the genetic operators used to produce new solutions are two well-known operators that have proved to obtain promising results (McKay et al., 2010) .
These two stages have been designed to be run on a cluster of computers that includes a central computer (driver program) acting as point of coordination, and several additional nodes that collaboratively work new Thread() do 4: P 0,c ← Generate a random population of n rules following the grammar with class c 5:
elite c ← / 0 6: for i = 0 to #Generations do 7:
MapReduce to evaluate rules from (P i,c ) 8:
elite c ← Maintain elitism using P i,c ∪ elite c 9:
Stop if mean(elite c ) has not changed in a number of generations specified by the user 10:
selected invididuals ← Tournament selector to P i,c 11:
for
pool rules ← pool rules ∪ elite c 25: end 26: end for end procedure procedure Map(instance, P i,c ) 1: for all r in P i,c do 2: measures ← r.evaluate(instance) 3:
emit(r, measures) 4: end for end procedure procedure Reduce(r, measures) 1: f inalMeasures ← (0, 0, 0) // Support antecedent, consequent and rule 2: for all measure in measures do 3:
end for 6: end for 7: f itness ← calculateFitness( f inalMeasures) 8: emit(r, f itness) end procedure with the driver. The two phases (rule extraction and rule selection) are described as follows:
• Rule Extraction. The driver program starts by creating as many threads as classes exist in data (see Driver procedure of Algorithm 1). After that, each thread enqueues several MapReduce jobs (which will run on several compute nodes) to evaluate its population. In the Map procedure (see Algorithm 1), the input for each mapper is a chunk of data and the population. A group of pairs key, value are generated by each mapper, key being the rule, value representing a tuple of support values (antecedent, consequent and whole rule). Reducers (see Reduce procedure, Algorithm 1), on the contrary, receive the previously created key, value pairs as input. Here, the global support values for antecedent (support(X)), consequent (support(Y )) and rule (support(R)) are obtained for each individual. Once, these three measures have being calculated, the fitness function is obtained as F(R) = con f idence(R) × support(R)/support(Y ) and the rules (individuals) are returned to their respective threads. Each thread continues its evolutionary process until a new population is required to be evaluated and the previous process repeated.
numberGenerations(c i ) represents the number of MapReduce jobs, where m is the number of classes, and numberGenerations(c i ) is the number of generations for the i-th class. Once all the threads end, a pool of rules is obtained by gathering rules for each class (obtained by different threads). This pool of rules is saved on distributed structures of storage as RDD for Spark, enabling a distributed fast access as well as a large quantity of results to be saved.
• Rule Selection. In this second phase, the evaluation process is the only procedure to be parallelized. In this regard, Algorithm 2 shows pseudocode for the evaluation process through a MapReduce Job. The Map procedure (see Algorithm 2) receives two elements as input: a subset of the dataset, and the population. A group of pairs key, value is generated by each mapper, where the key is the rule-set, and the value is a tuple with the accuracy values per class. The reducer procedure (see Algorithm 2), on the contrary, receives the previously created key, value pairs as input. Its goal is to calculate the total accuracy values per class (considering the whole dataset). After that, the fitness function is calculated as
and the rule-set is returned. The output of the reducer is the evaluated population considering the whole dataset.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
The aim of this section is to study the behaviour of our proposal on more than 40 well-known datasets (see Table 1 )-all of them are available at KEEL (Triguero et al., 2017) repository. Results are compared to multiple AC algorithms by considering a series of non-parametric tests. All the experiments have been run on a HPC cluster comprising 12 compute nodes, with two Intel E5-2620 microprocessors at 2 GHz and 24 GB DDR memory. Cluster operating system was Linux CentOS 6.3. As for the specific details of the used software, the experiments have been run on Spark 2.0.0. To quantify the usefulness of the solutions in this experimental analysis both accuracy rate (Han and Kamber, 2011 ) and Cohen's kappa rate (Ben-David, 2008 ) are considered. A 10-fold stratified cross-validation has been used, and each algorithm has been executed 5 times. Thus, the results for each dataset are the average result of 50 different runs. The algorithms used in this experimental analysis are divided into two main groups, that is, classical and Big Data algorithms. As for classical algorithms, it includes CBA (Liu et al., 1998) , CBA2 (Liu (Li et al., 2001) , CPAR (Yin and Han, 2003) and FARCHD (Alcalá-Fdez et al., 2011) . Additionally, four classical rule-based classification algorithms have been considered: C4.5 (Quinlan, 1993), RIPPER (Cohen, 1995) , CORE (Tan et al., 2006) and OneR (Holte, 1993) . As for AC algorithms designed for Big Data, the following are considered: MRAC (Bechini et al., 2016) , MRAC+ (Bechini et al., 2016) , DAC (Venturini et al., 2017) and DFAC-FFP (Segatori et al., 2018) .
Algorithm 2: Proposed algorithm on Spark -Rule selection stage. procedure Algorithm 1: P 0 ← Initialize a random population of n individuals (classifiers) including rules from pool rules 2: for i = 0 to #Generations do 3: for all ruleset in population do 4:
MapReduce to evaluate ruleset 5:
end for 6:
best individual ← Best individual from P i 7:
Stop if best individual(P i ) has not improved in a number of generations specified by the user 8:
selected invididuals ← Apply tournament selector to P i 9:
for all pair in selected individuals do 10:
o f f spring ← pair 11:
if Rand number(0, end for 6: end for 7: f itness ← ruleset.calculateFitness( f inal accuracy class) 8: emit(ruleset, f itness) end procedure
Quality of the Solutions
All the classical algorithms were run on the classical datasets and the rankings for both accuracy and kappa measures are shown in Table 2 . Focusing on accuracy (see Table 2a ), it is obtained that CMAR obtained the worst result and it may be caused by the fact that CMAR is based on exhaustive search algorithms that cannot be directly run on continuous domains, requiring therefore a discretization step that implies dataloss. Besides, CMAR optimizes the confidence measure in isolation, generating very specific classifiers that are not able to correctly predict unseen examples. On the other hand, AC algorithms such as FARCHD, CPAR and our proposal (G3P-AC) obtained the best results with really small differences among them. Finally, focusing on the Kappa metric (see Table 2b ), very similar results were obtained and the three best algorithms in ranking were FARCHD, CPAR and our proposal.
The next step in this experimental analysis is the study of whether there exist statistical differences among all the algorithms and, therefore, several nonparametric tests were carried out. First, a Friedman test has been performed on the accuracy measure, obtaining a X 2 F = 77.55 with a critical value of 21.66 and a p-value = 4.93 −13 . In the same way, a X 2 F = 70.66 with a critical value of 21.66 and a p-value = 1.12 −11 has been obtained for the Kappa metric. In both cases, and considering a value α = 0.01, it is not possible to assert that all the algorithm equally behave. In this regard, a post-hoc test is performed (see Table 3 ) by considering α = 0.01. Focusing on the accuracy measure and taking our proposal as control, the posthoct test (see Table 3a ) denotes some statistical differences with regard to CMAR, CORE and OneR. It should be noted that our proposal and CPAR did not obtain any statistical differences so th post-hoc test was not performed on them. In this sense, a Wilcoxon signed rank test has been carried out on CPAR and our proposal, obtaining a Z-value = −0.6582 with pvalue = 0.50926. It is therefore not possible to assert that, at a significance level of α = 0.01, there is a significant difference between them. Finally, the same process is carried out for the kappa measure, taking the algorithm that achieved the best ranking as control (see Table 3b ). Results revealed that there are statistical differences with regard to CMAR, CORE and OneR.
Finally, the same analysis related to accuracy and kappa measures was carried out on Big Data approaches (see Table 4 ). In order to analyze whether exists any statistical difference, several nonparametric tests are carried out. Focusing on accuracy, the Friedman test revealed a X 2 F = 23.12 with a critical value of 13.277 and a p-value = 0.0001. Considering the Kappa measure, results for Friedman was X 2 F = 26.32 with a critical value of 13.277 and a p-value = 2.72 · 10 −5 . For both measures, with α = 0.01, it is possible to assert not all the algorithms equally behave. A post-hoc test is therefore performed to determine the algorithms that present some differences. According to the results (see Table 5 including Holland test with α = 0.01), DAC and MRAC behave statistically worse than the rest of algorithms. On the contrary, our G3P-AC algorithm, DFAC-FFP and MRAC+ did not present any statistical difference in terms of quality.
Efficiency
In this second analysis, it is interesting to analyse the efficiency of the proposal when it is compared to other AC algorithms. First, we compare our proposal based on Spark (see Table 6 ) to classical methods similarly we did in the previous section for the reliability of the model. The Friedman test revealed a X 2 F = 175.85 with a critical value of 9 and a p-value = 2.2 · 10 −16 . Considering a α = 0.01 it is possible to assert not all the algorithms equally behave. Focusing on the efficiency and taking our proposal as control, the posthoct test (see Table 7 ) denotes some statistical differences with regard to CMAR, CPAR, Ripper and C4.5, our proposal performing worse. On the contrary, the Spark proposal does not obtain any statistical difference with regard to other proposals. At this point, it is important to remark that the proposal (based on Spark) was designed to be run on truly big datasets so the behaviour on small or classical datasets was expected. It is obvious that those algorithms like C4.5, Ripper, CPAR, CMAR, etc that were designed to work on small data should be better in performance Finally, it is essential to demonstrate the performance of our proposal when Big Data are analyzed. In this regard, the proposal is compared to AC algorithms for Big Data (MRAC, MRAC+, DAC and DFAC-FFP) on a series of datasets of high dimensionality (see Table 1 ). The experimental results (see Table 8 ) considering the Friedman test revealed a X 2 F = 28.26 with a critical value of 4 and a pvalue = 1.1 · 10 −5 . Considering a α = 0.01 it is possible to assert not all the algorithms equally behave and a post-hoct test (see Table 9 ) is performed taking our proposal as control. Results denote that our proposal performs statistically better than DAC and DFAC-FFP in efficiency. With regard to MRAC+ and MRAC, no statistical difference was found, but our proposal obtained the best ranking. Thus, it is demonstrated the promising behaviour of our proposal when it is applied to truly Big Data. 
CONCLUSIONS
In this work a grammar-guided genetic programming algorithm for associative classification in Big Data, named G3P-AC, has been proposed. The novelty of this approach is that it is eminently designed to be as parallel as possible without affecting the accuracy and interpretability of the classifier. This proposal, implemented in Apache Spark, obtained really promising results in terms of the reliability of the resulting predictive model. In fact, it performs better than many of existing AC algorithms (classical and Big Data approaches) as well as classical classification algorithms (not based on associative classification). According to the efficiency, it has been demonstrated that the proposal should be avoid when small datasets are required to be analysed but it performs really well on Big Data.
